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company, in which the Transvaal Government was financially
interested, was much greater. When to financial were
added political considerations, it is obvious how useful an
asset the Delagoa Bay Railway was in the hands of the
Boer Republic. Before very long it seemed to have the
commercial interests of all South Africa at its mercy. A
Conference held in 1895 revealed the weakness of the
position of Cape Colony, and an attempt to cut dowr> rates
by making use of the drifts for transport, by means of
waggons, was met by the closing of the drifts, an act which
was on the point of leading to war. Without the knowledge
of his followers, who were members of the Afrikander Bond,
Mr, Schreiner, the Cape Colony Premier, undertook that
the Colony would pay half the cost, if the Imperial Govern-
ment would enforce its claims even at the risk of war.
The Transvaal, at the time, was not prepared for war, and
yielded before the threat of coercion; but, had the Trans-
vaal and the Cape Colony been independent States, with
no Imperial power in the background, the issue might
have been an armed conflict.
That the superiority of the Delagoa Bay route by no
means depended upon the partiality of Boer statesmen
became apparent afterwards, when the natural inclination
of British public men would have been to favour British
ports. An offer of one-quarter of the traffic of the Trans-
vaal was refused by the Cape Colony Government in 1895.
In 1905 the share carried by the Cape railways amounted
to only 11 per cent, of the whole.
The matter was further complicated by the dependence
of the Transvaal gold-mines upon native labour from the
Portuguese possessions. The mining companies were given
favourable terms under which they might obtain native
labourers in Portuguese territory; and, in consideration of
this privilege, the Portuguese authorities exacted that
goods should be carried from Delagoa Bay to Johannesburg
by rail, at rates which preserved the same relation to the

